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Format of  research report

1.  200-word summary
2.  Objective description
3.  Sketch of  research context

4.  Technical analysis
5.  Evaluation of  research opportunities 
6.  Resources for further study 



Where to find?

-  Keyword search 

-  Check tags on museum, university, or 
research center websites [e.g. drone art]

-  Or start from names on syllabus and work 
from there



Representative artifacts

-  Zach Blas, Facial Weaponization Suite 
(2012) [on biometric facial recognition]

-  Ghost Writer: algorithmic autobiography 
[data collection & aggregation]



Kenneth Goldsmith

“we parse text—a binary process of  sorting 
language—more than we read it to 
comprehend all the information passing 
before our eyes” (158)

Uncreative Writing: Managing Language in the Digital Age (Columbia UP 2011) 



Reading vs. parsing

“a new model of  reading will have to be explored, 
one that is not hermeneutic in nature but instead 
based on cybernetic parsing, scanning, 
rearranging, filtering, and interpolating. This new 
model of  reading will need to be based on an 
immanent or machinic notion of  software. The 
question now is not simply logos (discourse) but 
ergon (work).” (Alex Galloway, in Critical Terms for 
Media Studies)



New textual scholarship

-  Today: Geoff  Rockwell, Stephen Ramsay, 
Jerome McGann and Lisa Samuels

-  Histories of  the book (Adrian Johns, Elizabeth 
Einstein, Roger Chartier)
-  D.F. McKenzie on sociological bibliography 
-  Text as information: data encoding, data mining 



Katherine Hayles, Unthought: The Power of  the Cognitive Nonconscious (U Chicago 2017), 37.



Andy Clark

Continuous reciprocal causation: feedback, 
dynamic interplay between tools and 
human cognition

Supersizing the Mind: Embodiment, Action, and 
Cognitive Extension (2008)



Andy Clark, 2

Extended vs. Brainbound cognition
Example: writing something down as 
integral part of  thinking 

Extended vs. Embedded cognition
Cognitive system as a whole vs. system 
with human cognition at the center



Ben Russell, “Headmap Manifesto” (1999)

-  location-aware, networked mobile devices make 
possible invisible notes attached to spaces, 
places, people and things

-  real space can be marked and demarcated 
invisibly

- What was once the sole preserve of  builders, 
architects and engineers falls into the hands of  
everyone: the ability to shape and organize the 
real world and the real space



Michel Chion, Audio-vision: Sound on Screen, p. 71



Audio-Vision, p. 84



Douglas Hofstadter and Emmanuel Sander, Surfaces and Essences: Analogy as the Fuel and 
Fire of  Thinking (2012)





Techniques/technologies of  the self

“an entire activity of  speaking and writing 
in which the work of  oneself  on oneself  and 
communication with others were linked 
together” (Michel Foucault, Care of  the Self, 
51)





Proletarianization 

-  stripping away of  knowledge from work 
-  de-skilling of  labor

Guy Debord, Society of  the Spectacle, trans. 
Ken Knabb (thesis 114)



https://points.datasociety.net/rise-of-the-pe%C3%B1abots-d35f9fe12d67#



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho5Yxe6UVv4



http://nickm.com/post/2013/12/world-clock-in-print-for-sale/



http://readwrite.com/2013/01/15/why-write-your-own-book-when-an-algorithm-can-do-it-for-you/



http://fortune.com/2016/10/24/bank-of-americas-bot-will-spout-financial-advice-through-your-phone



https://invisibleboyfriend.com



http://fusion.net/story/111041/crowdsourcing-and-privacy/





Mark Z. 
Danielewski, 
The Familiar 

(2015 - )



Arthur Samuel

-  Late 1940s at U Illinois: works on checkers 
playing program to beat world champion

-  1949 at IBM: works on first stored program 
computer (the 701)

-  Finishes checkers program on the 701
-  First self-learning program; early demo of  

AI







Bernard Stiegler, Technics and Time, p. 257



-  Eric Schmidt (2007): “What happens when 
we have 100 languages in simultaneous 
translation?”  

-  White House policy paper on “grand 
challenges” of  the 21C (2009): “automatic, 
highly accurate and real-time translation 
between the major languages of  the world”  











Norbert Wiener







February 8, 1993



“Brain-in-a-vat” 

-  Separation of  consciousness & body
-  The Matrix, Dollhouse, 13th Floor, eXistenZ, 
Avatar, Inception, Caprica, Dark City, Avalon, 
Ghost in the Shell, .hack//SIGN…
-  Sense/Net (the Dixie Flatline)



Paul Virilio, Open Sky





Lydia Liu, The Freudian Robot (pp. 42, 43)


